
OVERSOYED™ ORIGINAL
YINZ HUNGRY? SERIES

Whether it’s watching your Babushka rolling out dough for the most scrumptious pierogies, or 
your first trip to the local amusement park for the best french fries you’ve ever eaten, as a born 
and bred Pisburgher, there are certain food memories that will instantly take you back to a 
happy place, when life throws you into a “jaggerbush.”

Series #2 of our Pisburgh Heritage Collection emphasizes foods that are iconically Pisburgh! 
They all smell like the “zaksame” thing you remember from “dahn your mama’s n’at.” 



PITTSBURGH HERITAGE COLLECTION
YINZ HUNGRY? SERIES
“NEBBY NANA”

4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: PITX101

“Yinz wanna go to the Polish Hill Arts Fest? 
Get some pierogies, haluski, kielbasa n’at?”Get some pierogies, haluski, kielbasa n’at?”

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

PITTSBURGH HERITAGE COLLECTION
YINZ HUNGRY? SERIES

CANNING SEASON

SCENT SKU:
PIT0204

The garden has reached 
its peak and the bounty must its peak and the bounty must 
be preserved for the winter. 
Canning vegetables is a must 
for any true Pisburgher. 
Vine ripened tomatoes are Vine ripened tomatoes are 
stewed together with farm 
fresh sweet corn to make up 
with unique scent. A must 
have for any homesteader.

FROZEN CUSTARD

SCENT SKU:
PIT0203

Everyone has their favorite Everyone has their favorite 
summertime ice cream spot. 
And with this fragrance, you 
can enjoy those warm weather 
whiffs all year long. Sweet 
vanilla, eggy custard adorned 
with sugary chocolate 
sprinkles, n'at.sprinkles, n'at.

CHIPPED HAM
BBQ SANDWICH

SCENT SKU:
PIT0202

You'll be amazed how 
spot on this fragrance is. spot on this fragrance is. 
Mountains of chipped, 
chopped ham smothered 
with smokey sweet barbecue 
sauce on freshly baked deli 
bread. No need to drive down 
Raht 79 to the Gian' Igle...

BABUSHKA’S PIEROGIES

SCENT SKU:
PIT0201

Blend of garlicky mashed Blend of garlicky mashed 
potatoes mixed with cheddar 
cheese stuffed into rolled dough 
will have your mouth watering! 
Just the thought of those 

pillowy dumpling brings back 
so many memories. Gathering 
around the table with around the table with 
multi-generations to make 
pierogies is someone any true 
Yinzer can relate to.



LIQUID CRACK

SCENT SKU:
PIT0208

Every Yinzer has their favorite Every Yinzer has their favorite 
Iced Tea brand, the topic of 
many heated discussions. 
Whichever you love best, this 
fragrance of freshly brew tea 
coupled with tart lemon juice 
and sweet sugar will have you 
craving a carton of your own.craving a carton of your own.

SUNDAY POT ROAST

SCENT SKU:
PIT0207

Sunday Supper is a tradition 
for many Pisburghers... 
and nothing is more and nothing is more 

reminiscent than Mom's Pot 
Roast simmering always in a 
slow cooker, jam packed with 
Carrots, Potatoes, and Onions. 

Make sure to save 
room for dessert.

PITTSBURGH HERITAGE COLLECTION
YINZ HUNGRY? SERIES

“JEET JET”
4 PIECE MINI COLLECTION

SCENT SKU: PITX202

“You see that driver pull a crazy Pisburgh left? 
That jagoff’s gonna hurt someone.”That jagoff’s gonna hurt someone.”

$8.95

$15.95

$24.95

$29.95

$49.95

$79.95

PITTSBURGH HERITAGE COLLECTION
YINZ HUNGRY? SERIES

AMUSEMENT PARK
FRIES

SCENT SKU:
PIT0206

No trip to the local Pisburgh No trip to the local Pisburgh 
Amusement Park is complete 
without a stop at "the patch"... 

This fragrance will 
immediately take you there 
with the aroma of Fresh Cut 
French Fries deep fried to 
perfection, covered with gooey perfection, covered with gooey 
Cheddar Cheese, and 
mountains of Bacon!

PITTSBURGH SALAD

SCENT SKU:
PIT0205

The Pisburgh Salad is The Pisburgh Salad is 
something that Yinzers have 
treasured for years. This unique 
fragrance encompasses the fresh 
aromas of crisp Iceburg Leuce, 
right off the grill Steak, and 
most notably, French Fries!
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